


Thoughts Are Not Your Own: Media Manipulation Of PerceptionThoughts Are Not Your Own: Media Manipulation Of Perception
Neil Sanders, BA, MA and a qualified Hypnotherapist, has spent years reading Neil Sanders, BA, MA and a qualified Hypnotherapist, has spent years reading 
about and researching the subject of secret government mind control projects. about and researching the subject of secret government mind control projects. 
Neil will be discussing how the media shape perceptions and use propaganda, Neil will be discussing how the media shape perceptions and use propaganda, 
and he will show that the mainstream media should be regarded with great and he will show that the mainstream media should be regarded with great 
caution, when they cover certain topics and stories. Just how much are our caution, when they cover certain topics and stories. Just how much are our 
thoughts steered by the media? TV, advertisements, films, newspapers all thoughts steered by the media? TV, advertisements, films, newspapers all 
have more influence over us than we realise. Neil's detailed research is about have more influence over us than we realise. Neil's detailed research is about 
to be published in a book. Neil Sanders has been a regular guest on the to be published in a book. Neil Sanders has been a regular guest on the 
Richplanet TV show and his presentation will tie in with some of Richard Hall's Richplanet TV show and his presentation will tie in with some of Richard Hall's 
presentation. presentation. 

The Control of Information: 911, Energy and Sequestered TechnologiesThe Control of Information: 911, Energy and Sequestered Technologies
In this presentation, Andrew Johnson, who has a background in Software In this presentation, Andrew Johnson, who has a background in Software 
Engineering, tutoring and education, will look at the evidence for the cov-Engineering, tutoring and education, will look at the evidence for the cov-
er up of “free energy”. Looking around us, we can see fantastic advances er up of “free energy”. Looking around us, we can see fantastic advances 
in many areas of technology in many areas of technology –– yet in ground and air transportation, we yet in ground and air transportation, we 
are still “stuck” with decades old internal combustion or jet engine tech-are still “stuck” with decades old internal combustion or jet engine tech-
nology which has not progressed much. A look at the evidence tells us nology which has not progressed much. A look at the evidence tells us 
that we can exploit Radiant Energy, Cold Fusion, and other forms of that we can exploit Radiant Energy, Cold Fusion, and other forms of 
“vacuum energy”. Andrew will also discuss another reason why we do not “vacuum energy”. Andrew will also discuss another reason why we do not 
have access to this technology have access to this technology -- because it has been turned into a weapon because it has been turned into a weapon 
-- one that was used on 9/11. He will discuss the careful research of Dr Ju-one that was used on 9/11. He will discuss the careful research of Dr Ju-

dy Wood dy Wood -- and how it has been covered up and how it has been covered up -- even by many "alternative knowledge" researchers and even by many "alternative knowledge" researchers and 
websites. See websites. See www.checktheevidence.comwww.checktheevidence.com for more information.for more information.

Media, Mind Control and Raoul Moat / UFOs and Animal AbductionMedia, Mind Control and Raoul Moat / UFOs and Animal Abduction
In a 2In a 2--part presentation, UK engineer and Broadcaster, Richard D Hall will dis-part presentation, UK engineer and Broadcaster, Richard D Hall will dis-
cuss his detailed research into some areas which are rarely, if ever, covered in cuss his detailed research into some areas which are rarely, if ever, covered in 
the mainstream media. Richard has a weekly show "Richplanet TV" on the Show-the mainstream media. Richard has a weekly show "Richplanet TV" on the Show-
case Channel (201). See case Channel (201). See www.richplanet.netwww.richplanet.net for more information.for more information.

Starchild Skull Starchild Skull -- The New EvidenceThe New Evidence
Lloyd Pye, who has worked as a Hollywood Screen Writer, author and lecturer, is a long time re-Lloyd Pye, who has worked as a Hollywood Screen Writer, author and lecturer, is a long time re-

searcher into Hominids and Hominoids. He will be discussing the worldsearcher into Hominids and Hominoids. He will be discussing the world--
famous Starchild Skull, a real bone skull found in Mexico in 1930. Lloyd illus-famous Starchild Skull, a real bone skull found in Mexico in 1930. Lloyd illus-
trates 25 major physical differences between the Starchild and a normal hu-trates 25 major physical differences between the Starchild and a normal hu-
man skull. He shows that several parts of the Starchild are not seen in any man skull. He shows that several parts of the Starchild are not seen in any 
other skulls or bones on planet Earth! Most importantly, he delves into recent other skulls or bones on planet Earth! Most importantly, he delves into recent 
research on the Starchild’s DNA, which clearly shows that as soon as its en-research on the Starchild’s DNA, which clearly shows that as soon as its en-
tire genome is recovered and sequenced, its genetics will confirm it is vastly tire genome is recovered and sequenced, its genetics will confirm it is vastly 
more distant from humans than are chimps or gorillas. The Starchild Skull more distant from humans than are chimps or gorillas. The Starchild Skull 
represents history about to be made as big and as important as history represents history about to be made as big and as important as history cancan
be made, so don’t miss this personal introduction to a relic that will establish be made, so don’t miss this personal introduction to a relic that will establish 
once and for all that we humans are not alone in the universe….and never once and for all that we humans are not alone in the universe….and never 

have been! See have been! See www.starchildproject.comwww.starchildproject.com for more information about the Starchild and for more information about the Starchild and 
www.lloydpye.comwww.lloydpye.com for more information about Lloyd.for more information about Lloyd.

Hurricane Erin on 911Hurricane Erin on 911


